
Birds of a Feather

Dictionary Definition of Western is Historically and Culturally English England and America The Americas yet Crests

of Heraldry and Flags aside while America and India are Brother Countries to England Insular Australia and very

Insular New Zealand are Sister Countries to America. Australians often flock out as galahs and drongos and birds of

other  prey who usually pick  at  and vulture  their  own people  of  an ancient-only-lingo gossiping-not-law nonsense

culture of Aussies as the hare while the rest of most of the world is for most part plod as the tortoise. Australians were

once renowned for polite propriety tradition of gentlemen and gentlewomen ensample and example of meadows and

manors  and lodges and  manners  so Australia’s  way back  to  hospitable repute and  honourable  refuge  might  be  to

reinstate the Sydney Glaciarium and Waltons!
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